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There is a real eruption of publications, initiatives, projects and ideas... we just want present some of them to visualize the diversity of the commons in al realms of social life.   





Full House:   „Costituente Beni Comuni“  
at Teatro Valle, Rome/ Italy April 13 2013 
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„costituente beni comuni“ Teatro Valle, Rome: April 13 2013“



 
 

 

   
 
 
 
 

Urban Commons     
            in Croatia 
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Vital Urban Commons Movement  in Croatia
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A cross-border grassroots effort to establish the Great Lakes as a commons and legally protected bioregion.  Catalyzed by On the Commons.  Close partnership with indigenous peoples.  The project is still in its early stages, but aspires to build a diverse array of participation, advocacy and cooperation to remake the policy governance for the endangered Great Lakes.



 
 

 

   
 
 
 
 

EMBASSY OF THE COMMONS 
POLAND 

 
freelab.org.pl 
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Different hackerspaces or techno-phile projects that connect to the commons, like. The Embassy of the Commons in Poland, a hacker-initiated space 



 
 

 

   
 
 
 
 

EMBASSY OF THE COMMONS 
POLAND 

 
freelab.org.pl 

http://hackforgood.net/ 
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Different hackerspaces or techno-phile projects, that connect to the commons, like. The Embassy of the Commons in Poland, a hacker-initiated space to explore the strength of the CommonsThe Hack for Good Initiative in Spain – where they explicitly try to (re-)connect  and ecological purposes. 



 
 

 

   
 
 
 
 

EMBASSY OF THE COMMONS 
POLAND 

 
freelab.org.pl 

http://hackforgood.net/ 
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Different hackerspaces or techno-phile projects, that connect to the commons, like. The Embassy of the Commons in Poland, a hacker-initiated space to explore the strength of the CommonsThe Hack for Good Initiative from Spain – where they explicitly try to (re-)connect  and ecological purposes. Fabulous St. Pauli – a fab lab in Germany with an explicit political agenda



 
 

 

   
 
 
 
 

EMBASSY OF THE COMMONS 
POLAND 

 
freelab.org.pl 

http://hackforgood.net/ 
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Different hackerspaces or techno-phile projects, that connect to the commons, like. The Embassy of the Commons in Poland, a hacker-initiated space to explore the strength of the CommonsThe Hack for Good Initiative from Spain – where they explicitly try to (re-)connect  and ecological purposes. Fabulous St. Pauli – a fab lab in Germany with an explicit political agenda.Move Commons, a tagging system for Internet content that helps to identify and support commons-based projects.



Bisse de  
Savièsse 
Switzer- 

land  
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the famous "bisse", Canton du Valais; Switzerland at the time (first half of the 20th century) they were built by very  brave swiss mountain people. The "bisses" are part of a very sophisticated irrigation system in the swiss mountains which consists in  catching the water directly from the glaciers and bringing it into the  villages and the farms. They have been managed as  a commonsby the communities themselves. The management structure is called "consortages valaisans de bisses". It's a good and quite famous illustration of the way the mountain people take care of their natural resources.
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LibreOffice -- community successfully took back key product that was bought by Oracle (OpenOffice)Libre Office and Wiki Voyage: in both cases the software/content was open source, the for-profitcontrolled only the trademarks and domain names, and employed some of the people working on the projects; still it was a real struggle for the communities to rebuild successful projects around the open partshttps://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:LibreOffice_4.0.1.2_Start_Center.png.



Kakula Healers of 
Bushbuckridge, South Africa 
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 meeting of the Kakula Healers of Bushbuckridge, South Africa. They are a collective of over 300 healers from 2 provinces in South Africa. The meeting depicted in this photo was  held to discuss the pooling of their knowledge and resources.



Masipag, Phillipines 
Foto by Bachmann  
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GuEthiopian Wolf, Canis simensis) in the Ethiopian Highlands. http://akababi.org/award.htm"The Guassa area is managed by the Menz  as a common property resource area that can be used for grazingassa-Menz community conservation area (Ethiopia),  A 400 year+ old grazing commons helps protecting the world's most endangered carnivore (, firewood  and grass collection. The community continues to protect the area by enacting various byelaws, which restrict community use of the natural resources, without any formal protection status, this system was structured under an indigenous resource management institution, which has been managing the natural resource for the last 400 years.  The community still generally retains ownership and utilise the area and recognise its value in providing vital resources.   Grass is still collected for thatching and firewood for domestic energy need. Cattle and other livestock are  grazed in the Guassa, which is an important dry season refuge for the livestock. The system was not designed to conserve wildlife, but  it has allowed the continued co-existence of wildlife with the local community, and it has proved its importance as a poverty reduction system by providing the community with natural resources that can be sold and exchanged in the market during times of drought. Most of all the livestock of the area survive drought times by migrating to this area and feeding of  the highland grass. The Guassa area represents an interesting model that has operated for many hundreds of years with out fostering the tragedy of the commons. However, as the human population of the region continues to increase, it is important to ensure that the community continues utilise the natural resources sustainably. This will require the empowerment of the community so that they opt for continued sustainable conservation rather than de facto open access."http://www.cbd.int/undb/countries/un/undb-undp-eqi-ethiopia.pdfwinner of the Equator Initiative award 2004 UNDP





First Summer School on the Commons 
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First Summer School on the Commons,Germany -- July 2012, Bechstedt/Thüringen



  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Odr Comons?  
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(SGT01 is) a 100 Mile per Gallon (MPG) car using processes borrowed from the software world; Agile, Lean, Scrum and Extreme Programing.URL = http://www.wikispeed.com [1] 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Auto design and manufacturing 
as a commons 



Community meeting in the Potato Park, Peru 

Flickr photo by iied.org, CC-BY-NC 
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A legally recognized indigenous biocultural “heritage area” in which indigenous peoples are the designated stewards of a region known for its hundreds of genetically valuable potatoes, the result of centuries of “cooperative innovation” by these people.



System of Rice Intensification (SRI), a form of “open source” agriculture 
Flickr photo by Carolincik, Creative Commons BY-NC-ND license 
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Farmers from more than 40 countries – from Sri Lanka to Cuba to India to the Philippines – use the Internet to share advice for developing higher-yielding, ecologically benign rice-farming methods – WITHOUT GMOs, pesticides and herbicides.  The project emerged outside of government ministries and corporate R&D as a grassroots, open-source project.  It’s a form of “knowledge swaraj” – “self-rule” in Hindi.  Roberto Verzola is a leader of the project.





“Beating the bounds” 
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One way that medieval English commoners protected their commons was through an annual community festival and party in which they walked the perimeter of their commons.  If they found any enclosures – a hedge or fence – they knocked it over and restored their right of access and protection of their commons.  We need to develop modern-day equivalents to “beating the bounds.”
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